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Homo sapiens.is the only extant species.for which we'know
there exists a.significant post-reproductive period in the
normal'lifespan. Explanations for, the evolution of this species-
specific trait are briefly ,KqYiewed: "non-deterministic" theories
of aging posit "wearand'tear" Or the failure of natUre to

eliminate imperfection (e.g., Haldane, Medawar, Comfort)1 f
"deterministic" theories, in contrast, 'explain longevity as 4.he

\Joy-product of selection for same other featbres such at genetalf
.

constitutional."fitness" or optimal life-history 'strategy (e.gs,

Smith, Guthrie, Hamilton). All of these hypotheies, however,,
fail tobpropose a nositive.selective force which could have

-acted to;favor longevity in evolying hominid slaopulations. The

theory developed here derives from a consideration of the evo-
r.

. lutionary advantages,of long life. It ,outlines a model of how ''

selection for longevity could have effected a positive feedback
.., loop between inclusiV fitness and sociai support networks: ,

Th ;'.p ese- twp concepts r ..e resent.the central biological and .socio-
CD

.culturaI components of the theory. Results are presented of
preliminary testing of this biocultural theory usinTdata frpm
New England family genealogies.%
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THEORIES OF AGINGe

The many and diverse theories of aging can be viewed from an

evolutionary perspective, within a framework which contributes-

heuristic value to.bOth theory and research: This approach originfites

in response to the que'stion: Has natural seleceion acted,to determine

. the lifespan of thembers of a species? An answer in the affirmative

yields "determini'stic" theories of aging such as Pearl's.(19,28) "rate.

of living".concePt or Guthrie's (1969) optimal life-history strategyA

knegative'response identifies Pnon-deterministic" theories of aging

as exemplified by Weismann' .(1882)early notion of wear and tear or

aty hypothesis which posits,the failure of nature to eliminate im-

perfection (e.g., Schrodirtger 1945).

the attempt to categorize theories or causes-of aging ii ot

course not pew. AMong others these prellious schemes include: Medawar

. (1952) who distinguished 'between intrinsic and extrinsic /factors;

Strehler (1917) %who divided .age changes into determinaee arid ancillary

br stochastfc; and a recent review (Schofie1d ana DavIs.19781 in.

which programmed degeneration was contrasted ,With random damage.

(eltThese dichototies pArallel each other in'that they all can be.reduced

to e genetirc vs. environmental distinction. In,contrast the present

scheme subsles, under-modern ev91utionary theory,,,,.an implicit

.recbgwition of,the fact that any complex phenotypic trait (such as,

longevitT) ia a multidetermined product of bOth genetic and.environ-
.

mental influences.1 A gene-environment interactionist approach thus

supercedes the.false nature-nurture dichoiothy. By focusing on natural ,

.selection,,furthermore, the -deterministic vs. non-deterministic

distinction

, provocatee,

explicitiybrings to'biolpgical get-Ontology an extremely

and productive controver9y, from evolutionary biology:

f
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THiORIES OF AdING - 2

I refer to the neutralistL.selectionist debate.
P -A recent article on "The nedtral theory of molecular evolution"

(Kimura 1979) summarized tlie'evidence which suppórts.the notion.that
,

most 1/ ,biochemical variability within a species is selectively neutral,:

As the mechanism q( evolutionary chanpe, proponpnts of this "non--------------------------

Darwinian evolution" (King and Jukes 1969)-posit random genetic drift

of.mutations or the chance substitutidn of one aLlele for.another. 'If,
this genetic drift causes no:change'in fitness (when t)e effects of

the reRlacing'allele are compared to hose of the allele being replaced)

then the rate and-nature of such sub titutions will not be:determined'

by natueal selection. Thus a theory f, aging which says that the
e

deteriorative changes of senescence are due to "wear,and tear" accumu-

lating over.time in different cells, tissues:organs, etc. .is non-

-deterministic because, presumably, if one thing doesn't break down
0

1another will. In other words over evolUtionary time, although some'

genes coding for nae durable cells, tissues, organs, etc. may replace

gehes whose products arb more vulnerable to-deterioration, other mu-
.

tations will merely result in substituting equally imperfect gpne

products which are,still subject to senesc nt "wear and.tear"..

More sophisticated non-deterministic t eories of agingr'nclude:

Orqel's (1963)*er1or-catastrophe model: the inactivation of enzymedP

, proposed by Gershon and Gershon (1970):, immuncaogical (Burnet 1959:
.0

Comfort 1964) and autoimmunological (Walford,1969) processes; suc-.

.ceson of somatic mutations (Maynard-Smith 1962),; free radical

(Harman 1956) anditross-linkage (Bjorksten 1974) TWID otlieses: and

.

{accumulation of waste products such 'as lipofus&in (Bourne 973) . It

is safe to say, without discussing each one in detail, that these

l.Neutralists do not claim,that positive natural,sglection has played no role inevoletion - buta they make a significant distinction between two different levels
of evolution: "71/en if Darwin's principle of hatural selec,tion prevails-in deter-
mining evolution at the phenotypic level, down at the level of the internal struc-ture of the genetic material a great.deal of evolutionary chaRge'is prope1led2by
randoM drift." (Kimura 1979: 126).

zsp
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THEORI S:OF AGING'T 3.

theoiies share a common theme: over time iwerfctions Of "systems

deSiqn" (cf. Strehler 1917) lead to decreased viability and increased

- .vulnerability of the organisms, The failure of naturarselection to

: eliminate these causes of sene'sgence)reveals th r status as neutral

with respect to evolution.

Deterministic theories of aging rellect an oPposite 1ace.14:ef, namely,

that evolution has influenced senescent,processes in much thetsame, way.

A.hat it has af fected developmental processes.; williafq. /(1957) . was
A

perhaps,the first theoretician to apply a neo-DarwiniAn understandirvg
4

to,the phenomena of longevity. His model of pleiotropic genes presents

a trade-off between earlier-acting and later-acting effects. The,trade-
.

off point, at whiOh time degenerative Changes,begin to predominate, is ,

determided by natural aelection: Refinethent of t his model by Hamilton

. (1966Y' concerns moldIhg schedules of fertility and mortality (in Homo

sapiens §apiens, among other species) brdensity-dependent advetse

factors of the environment. His conclusion as to the inevitability

of "senesCence, or rather a tenaancy to'complete exhaustion by the
Y -

reproductive effort, and consequent death" qibid p. 26) is an important

one. Explicitly evolutionary models such-as--Haml-l-tclii-S; atid -tliose of
. .

Cutler .and Sacher to follow,'illustrate poseible ways in which natural

. selection might Zt eitheto shorten or aengthen specificolongevity
#. `

.. .
, 0

within particular ecological contexts (Edney and-Gill 1968). This
* .

c
type pf theoretical approach has, advantages for researc which 'ae

_ (

briefly mentioned below.

k

Others deterministic theories of aging include: Strehler's (1977) :
codon restriction model; experimental evidence fdr the finite lifespan

of normal cells in vitro (Hayflick 1965); depletion of genetic infor-
.

4-.._
mation as coded by non-repeated fractions

A

of DA (Med4edev 1972)p
.

.

limitationS,of ribosomal RNA (Gaubatz et al 1976); capaity of the..
......;.. .

,*
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organism to repair.damaged DNA (Hart and Setlow 1974); the extension

of Maximum Lifespan Potential across species by a few srMple regulatory 4
.411

1.-

gene Nchanget which are "antibiosehescent" (Cutler 1970); and the evo--

lution of "longevity assurance,genes" which encOde unspecified "enzymatic

and physiological mechanisms" (Sacher 1972).

4%
This brief revie w'of some theories of-aging (see Nart 1) by no

_means represents a complete listing of 'all such hypothetical models.

A few of these halve, been discussed in more detail only to illustrate,

the reasoning behind the deterministic vs. non-deterministic categori-.

zation. This categorlization was derived'from a consideration of natural

'selection and longeviti simply because evolutional-y.theory provides the

.

prevailing paradigm (Kuhn 1970) of modern biology. HOwever, in addition,

there is g2eat heuristic value.in explicitly adopting'this npradigm

for gerontology.

An evolutionary perspective comparative approach, one

which recognizes the continuufflof living*f6rms astwell as the uniquenes

of speCies and individuals. Furthermore, wi in 'the present .cOntext, 4

an evo1litionary framework provides, at the bio hemical level)s pf
..

analysis, convergence from ihdependerit research programs and.theoFetical

concerns. As%evidence for and against the neutralist position accumu- (0
. \lates,:it adds data as well to the storehouse of biological gerontology.

4

.

Finally, by recogniiing that aty particular'theory of aging embodies

evolutionary assumptions and implications, it becomes possible tp

comPare types-of iesearch,in örder, for example:to assess arpas of

paTticular promise. I.do nbt believe that this is tlie'only way we
.

ought to proceed; at/least equally important is %Ile likelihood for

- .

ittervention and ameliorations But evolutionary theory does supply a

4e

,. universal organizing perspectiVe and a vast amount of data at all levels
44

,
.of analysis, from the longevity-of molecules to the lAfespan of the biospher
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CHART 1.

ft

S9ME THEOAIES OF,AGTNG: AN EVOLUTI"ARY PERSPiCTIVE

Non- ermidistTc Theorjep (Neytralit)

Wear nd tear (Weismann 1882 and others)

-Errolr-catastrophe (p.rge1\1963)

Inactivation of enzymes (Gershon and Gershon 1970)

imMunplogical (Burnet 1959 and élatewhere)

Auto-immune 1Walford 1969)

Somatic mutations (Maynarci-Smith 1962 and others)
Free rAdicals (Harman 1956 and elseWhere)

Cpss linkage (Bjorksten 1974)

Accumulation of liastes, e.g,, lipofuscin (Bourne 1973 and others)

ft

a

Determirlistic Theories (Selectionist),

Pleiotropic genes (Williams 1957)
k

Evolutionary inevitabi4ty of senescence (Hamilton 1966)

Ecological "hazard factors" (Edney and Gill-1968)

Coldon.restrictcopptrehler 1977).

Limited cell-doublings in vitro (Hayflick 1965 arid elsewhere)

Depletion of genetic informatiori:(Medvedev 197).

Ribosomal RNA dosage limits (Gaubatz et *1' 1976)

DNA repair cap'acIty (Hart and Setlow 1(97.4)

Aptibiosenescent regulatery -genes (Cutler 1978)

Longevity assurance genes (Sachef 19781

4,

a

sof
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EXPLANATION OF MODEf

EVOLUTION is a process which operates through &election

acting on the individual; it is alh a consequence of changes-

in gene frequencies in the population. Any evolutionary model,

therefore, must accourkt for the Zlationship between theelevel of

the individual and the-leve&-of the population. The proposed' bio-

, cultural model schematically presents relevant concpts at both

'" levels as well as interactions between the levels. For the 'sake of

simplicity and clarity, all possible interactions hav4-not been. ,

indicated; rather, the model focuses specifically on the:feedback

,relationship between inclusive fitness and lbngevity, between

evolution and the individual.

,The inner circle represeAks the mechanisms of the model at

the level of the-individtai as a member of,a social network. This

social network.includes non-kin as well as kin (consanguineal.and

affinall. Theruter cirokle iepresents the effects of the individual
..4 #

andW social netwbrk On,the deme and-on the larger sociocultural
\,

an.d physiCal-biotic environment.. The deme, or reproducing population,

is comprised of any number of intersecting and interacting social

networks. /The sociocultural environment iefers to huMan.(hominid)

11/1:;ehavior, sociology, ideology, and technology. The physical7biotkc
1/

environment r6fers to All inorganic matter (e.g., stone, clay, salt),

Pprsical phenomena.)(e.g., weather, earthquake,'water), flora and

fauna with .which.the deme interadts. The doncepts of the model.can

be briefly explained as follows.

BIOCULTURAL SELECTION refers to natural selection as it,

.pperates specifically on cult4re7bearing species (i.e., hbminids).

Natural selection acts on he phenotype tAtough differential
N

4',

la

4

N.,

.
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EXPLANATION OF MODEL'- 2

fertility and mortality, thereby, effecting changes in genotypes

and, ultimately:, gene frequencies. But phenotypes _interact with

the environment in which they live and reproduce, 'and thus tgkey

, affect the conditions under whi'cll natural.selection operata4 This

so-called Baldwin'elfect'or genetic assimilation helps twexplain

the "rapi,d" evolution of the ...hominids by means of4deviation

amplifying consequences of extrasomatic adaptation, the

positive feedback loop between culture and biologlly,.

INCLUSIVE FITNESS is the representation of.all of one's
r

genetic material in the deme. Based on our increased understaOing

of*the processes of genetic reproduction and'modes of inheritance,

it extends and modernizes the classic notion of evolutionary fitneis
'

as fertility. (See section titled "What is inclusive fitnes'

SOCIAL SUPPORT NETWORK refers to, a pattern of helping

relationships which develops in response. to r9any of the affective

and instrumental needs of older persons-It comprises' all'Of those

both kin and non-kin, who,contribute to the well-being

of an.elderlY persoff. This conceptual&zatbn of social network

emphasiZes the centrality of elderly individuals as4he focus of

group support. It is therfare an egocentric network (with an
4.

eldenly person as EGO) in whicb membership ipecomes Operationally

'Oefined,accotdin'g to the level of participation of supportive

others. The ptedomeant type of Jletwork could be consanguineal kin,

affinal_kin, or individuals not.at all rela to EGO.'In the latter;.4&'

two.caseS the'genotypic and phenotypicycOnséquences of reciprocol
. .

Occhanges of support within the network must be ascertained in

order for the TOdel to be evolutionary.

The strength of the network can be defined in a iiumber oT

Jr,

.
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EXPLANATM6N-6r MODEL-
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4

. interrelated ways:. number "o'f- indi.30.4uals and their degree ,of

relatedness-*to- EGO, exten04:type of suppc;rt,.gedgraphic proxr.
4

..itnity Of sUppOrters to EGO-, frequency and qualitroCinteraction--
,

with-EGO, etc.In gener4,the..valile_lof the'support to fhe Alderly ..6
' , .. C% ..

[
I

..
-

...- personcan 1;le determined from4either -an emic:or an etic-perspectilY41 c . -.

, ,
.

.

.. , ,
.

.

from_subjective or objective qvidence: The.degree of recprocity.
,

. ,

in a'network refers dt. once 'to two different .types of iftteractions.

On thlope.hand it refeis to the extent of mutuality in exchanges

-am8ng members of the network. Onthe othei hand it re.fers sRecif-

i-Cally to the ways in whiCh-an elderly person-Fe-lps the network.
.

tand hence is related to the biological and cultural contributions

of elaerly to survival of the deme. The arrangement, composition,

and distribution of.networks, and the interrelations among them,

.*° con.stitute, in Tart, the social organization and structure of the

demé. (Also see discussion. below of the contributions of elderly -,

to survival of the deme.)

WELL-BEING of the elderiY person (EGO) is a global concept

which refers to thepresent \state of the organism. It includes

physical health and mental health and is the biological and psich-

ologicalequivalent, at the level of the individual, to the demo-

graphic concept of morbidity. It is therefore the best predictor

Of the future state of-the-organism which, ultimately, becomes

measured by longevity.

LONGEVITY.of the elderly Person (EGO) is measured by his

or her age at death. Thd universal phenomenon of living riast the

actual tin the ease of females). or virtual (in the case of males)

tend of the reproductive period is peculiar to humah beings. The

unique, longstanding, and widespread existence of significant

a

,fr
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,

.
.

.
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_

'numbers of post-reproductivw_individuals qtaiifies the trait. as

species-ipecific. Whether.the trail is of relativaly reden orlgin

..or diagnostictof hominid status remain's an etpirical question,'In

either case-the proposed model does not rIquireQthat Plio-Pleistocene
at.

homirdds lived pasC reproduc'tive ar in significant numbers. (Method-

ological, questions aside, the *Scarcity of ,fossil hominid finds,and

the'paucity of hominid data*-make such a determination unlikely.)

Among the measurable effects of changes in longevity are the

demographic structure and life eXpectancy of the deme.

1

\

CULTURAL 2E_ ELDERLY-1g

SURVIVAL Q NETWORK inalude a wide variety of phenomena. Expbsure

to disease pathogens and subsequent:acquisition of. immunity is

perhaps the mdst obvious and valuable eXample of a biological

contribution to the social network. the, choice and preparation of

beneflcial foods, and the avoidance of harmful substances, while
1

-not exclusively biological, nevertheless,confer advantages of

significant biological import. Knowiedge of foodstuffs, like

knowledge of many 'other scarce resources sbch as water holes, safe

sleeping-sit;esw and stone quarries, involves memory and'experience.
1

.-These capabilities, in combination with an enormous.capacity for

learning, are the hallmarks of.adiranced intelligencd. Together

Oith enhanced manual dexterity and heightened"sensory-motor co-
!-

ordiniation, these traits character9p the biological potential of

f-culturally-adapied"creatures. They are further elaborated in human

beina; in extreMely developed cognitive abilities including the

ipnsistent use of language. A

Lonper life naturally extends the possibilities of learniing
-

'ana increases opportunities for taking advantage of knowledge gained
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through previous exposureAand'exPeriencé. Elderly individualb,

the'refore, represent a s torehouse of "wisildmil. They maint4ins

continuity of tradltions (e.g.., tool-making, hunting. strategies,.

child-rearing practices) and accumulate knowledge (e.g., cognitive
. .

-Maps, food preparation, familiarity with fard and occasional events).,

the-benefits of which accrue to the social network.'To the extent

that consanguineal kin are members of the network; contributions

to the sljrvival of the netwOrk directly affect the inclusive fit-
.4

ness of the elderly contributor..*To,the extent that the network

comprises affinal.kin and non-kin, "reciprocity determines, albeit

indirectly, contributions to the inclusive fitpess of the elderly

contributor. Either way the value.of,elderly persons to the network

becomes mAnifested in improVed adabtation of the deme through the

accumulation of knowledge, experience, and exposure.

.The SOCIOCULTURA, ENVIRONMENT'consists of human phenomena

at all levels of integration, .from the ideological to the techno-
,

logical. It represents the sum total of extrasomatic influences

and elaborations of human origin within which cuiturally-depe dent

(Le., human) Organisms live. Because it is suchTh hrand, over

arcilind concept it must be highlighted in different aspects at

different points of the model. The preceding disdussions mention

those aspects of the sociocultural enVironment which are most

relevant to the particular concept being discussed. Since the deme

is the evolutionaty unit of analysis above the individual, aspects

of the sociocultural environment which are observable in the deme

are highlighted in the model., The PHYSICAL-BIOTIC ENVIRONMENT 2.

enlarges the concept of the sociocultural environment to include

all known matter, phenomeKa and life III the biosphere. At thi level

of abstraction earth is the ecosystem within Which all evolution'occurs.



WHAT IS INCLLSIVE FITNESS?
Is

INcLuslyE FITNESS s the.aispetion of an organlsm:s
..

,.
, .

gen.0es in fhe 'deme. Conceptually it can, be conttasted withlfertility,

the'classic Measure'of eVoIutionary fitness. Fertility meatuies-
. .

an organismies contributionrof DNA to the4gene pool (of the deme)- .

solely through the production of offsp:ring; indlusive fitness, in
0

contrati, inbludes the reproductive behavior of all of one'.' bloo.d*

relaives. Thus to use inclusive fitness fs simply to redogklize

that consanguineal kin are descended'from the same geneticistock

and that; therefore, one can measure the likelihood that a y two
1

blood relatives have DNA identical' by descent from a comniOn-ancestor.

Now since we know that each noiMal offspring of*a/diploid

matingujevelops from the recombination of 50% of the DIA/of each .

parent; it is possibleito calculate probabilities of "twhared genes"

among blood relatives. In effect one traces throxigh ail of the
/

.

parents thai link the two indiyiduals eadh parent-a/I link dilutes

the amount-of "shared genes" by 50%. In this way tv4 conceptually

distinct probabilities can 13e calculated. As.(1111 or4OnatOr of the

concept inclusive fitness first discussed (Hamilton 63), one.can

Use knowledge of the degree of relationship between two brganisms
.

to measure the jorobability that they each possess a copy of the

exact same aepe. He later elaborated a slightly different way of'

understanding inclusive fitness:. as "the measure of the proportion

of repliCa,aenes in a'relative" (Hamilton 1964:1; emphasis added).

It is this.second ini.erpretatiOn which complements *current gerdn':-

tological research on the value of social support iletworks and

kinship to eldeky individuals.

Hamilton, W.D.,-,.
.

1963 The evolution of altruistic behavior. The American Naturalist 97:354-356
1964 The genetical evolution of social behaviour. I. Journal of Theoietica/

Bioloiy 7: 1-16 c

.*
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WIViT-IS INCLUSIVE FITNESS.

bi
i

. .

ay addiftg up all'o the proportions of replica genes ,

. .'
.

. ..

amoig an elderly pbiscin' lood'ielAtives,' one can measure siniul-
. ..

. . ,
-

. '
.taneously'an,evol*.4.ona arld a sociocultural variable: the.kriClu#ve

.

.

1
.

.

. . ., .
.

v
. .. . i ,

.

fitness for' that perbOn (E(0); and the.si4e Of the consanguineal kin
,

..

network whiCblig potentially capable of providlng social support to.
a,

'.that person.A 'conceptublIy appropriate.unit of measurément for this
1

.
.

. J

, summation is "yoffspring equivalent6', valuing each relative iccording

; to its relatedness compared to the young ofthe individual ia

question" (West Eberhard 1975:6; 6mphasj.s added) be relationship
4

is to the young of the individual in question (ar4 not to the

-4

.individual him- or herself) in order tO compare the quantity of

inclupdve fitness with that of classic fitness, or fertility, in'

which offspring is the unit of measure. The following chart (Table 8)

contains talculations of degree of relatedness (cf. Wright 1922)

between "the individual in question" (i.e., Ego) anda number of
A

Anierican kin terms.,As can also be seen in the table, by multiplying
;

'each kin eerm by the frequency_of peOple so related to. EGO, and

then summing acros.s categorles, one can calculate InclusiVe fitness.

. e.g.; or the two EGOs (PETER and SANDY) in the hypothetical
.

kinshiip.diagram,of,Figure 5.

A

West Eberhard, M.J. .. .

..
.

1975 'The evolution of social. behavior by kin sefection. Warterly Review of
Biologx,SU: 1734, .

.
) ..Wright, S.

1922 Coefficients oOatnbreeding and relationship. American Naturalist 56:330-338
s. A
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fIGURE 5. '1HYPOtHETICAL KINSHIP DIAGRAM.
. . -
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EXPLANATION OF HYPOTHETICAL KINSHIP DiAGRAM .(FIGUR 5) .

c
..

.

pI N .

DAVID
2

MY1ON 'Stiblings (NConsanguineal kiA

.

. HELEN3yBILL4 Marriage (affina1 kin).
1 4 1 , .

,NANCY BI1LL
S.

,SUE. Offspring (c6n409uiriea1 kin).

Numberp:

-Generations are counted relative to EO.

sibship PETER
7
and SANDY

8
.

-
P 0

In Figure 5 EGO is each member
S.

of the'

.Within.the same geberation peoplejeare numbeied cohsecutively.by position from left
td right%

-Any particular individual is designated by: generation number, ..positiorl number.

Examples: Aunts of PETER (0,7)' are: PAMELA (-1,1), PHYLLISA-1,6) and SUE'(-1,7).
Nephews of SANDY (0,8) are:. GARY (1:1,3) and ADRY (+1,5).

A

.

Great-grandchildren'of NANCY' (-r,4) are: FRED (+2,4), BETH (+2,5),

KAREN (+2,6) JOAN (+2,8), DAN (+2,9), ABBY (+2,11) and ANDY '(+2:12).

SOME RARE But REAL_MARRIAGE DDI,TIES

1. First, cousin marriage, e.g.,

'simultaneously, grandchildren
1 1thus r

D
= +

4 8"
2. Half,.sibling marriage, e.g.,

double grandchildren to ROY

ERA 4+1,6) married SAM (+1,7) . Their, children are

and grand-niece/-neObew to PET& (0,7) and SANDY (0,8),

)
15.AVE 8) married JANE (+1,9). Their children are

1 19), t s rp= +

3. Siblings marrying siblings, e.g., siblings PAUL (+2,1) and

siblings.ABBY (+2,11) and ANDY' (+2,12)..Their 'children are
1. 1to'each other, thus r

D
4. Siblings iliarrfing same spouse serially, e.g., TRUDY (+1,4) first

second married GARY's brother ADRY (+1,5). Their children are simultaneou'sly fir.st'
2

PAM (+2,2) married

dople.firit cousins

married GARY (+1,3) and

1 1cousins and half-:siblings, thus r
D
= +

8 4*

dr.
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TABLE B.
4.0

AMERICAN
KIN TERMS

-

CHILDREN

GRANDCHILDREN

-.-
tr.

DEGREE OF *RELATEDNESS, OFFSPRING EQUIVALENTS, ,AND INCLUpVE FITNESS (see Fig. 5)

t

GREAT-
GRANDCHILDREN' 8

r DEGREE OFa
REL4TED7r.

2

1
4

1

SIBLINGS

HALF-SIBLINGS

NIECES and
IVEPHEWS

GRAND-NIECES
and -NEPHEWS

14

1
4

-10-- OFFSPRING h
M\e'AMPLtS .4 see Fjq. 5) EQUIVALENTS7

R X(+3,1) tfIru RUTH (-+3,8) 1:0

FIRST COUSINS 1
8

o ETHEL (+2,, 3)1'=FRED (+2,4)

PAUL(+211) and PAMT+2,2) 0.5
ito MIKE (0,2) =DONNA (0,3)

ELLEk(+3,9)-, and JOEL(+3,10 )..f 0.25
to ROBIN (0,46) =PETER (0,7)

RAY(+3,1) thru .RUTH (+3,8)

DAN/E(-4(1,8) to JANE (+1,9)
thru PATTI (t1,12)

,

Lavo,ly thru BECKY(0.5)
to MYRON(-1,3)
FRED(+2,4) thru KAREN(+2,

1to SANDy(0,8)

LIZ(0,1) thru BECKY(0,5)
and LUCY(0,11) thru JILL
(0,15) to PETER(0,7) apd
SANDY(0,8)

INCLUSIVE FITNESS 14.0 11.0

I
a. Due to limitation in genealogical data

'

r
D,'
>

8
-. (cf. Wright 1922, Coeffictents of Relationship)

b. Degree of relatednss is doubled in order to make units of offspring equivalents comparable to units
of. fertility: children.have-50% of each .parerit'!& genes (rD=1/2)-but as measures of fertility eaeh Zhild1.0.

c. JOAN(+2,8) and DAN(+2,9) are also hali-grand-niece and -nephew, respectively, to PETER(0)7)1and SANDY(0,8);
,in a complete measure of idclusive fitness each would contribute an additional 0.125 (rriFF) io FETER(04,7)e,'
and SANDY(0,8): ./

.

d. 3ACK(+1,11), CHLOE(+3,12) and JAN(+3,13) are also half-great-grand-nephew sand -nieces, respectively, to
PETER(0,7) ayd SANDY(0,8);,in a complete measure df inclusive fitness each would contribute an additional
0.0625 (r v---) to PETER(0,7) and SANDY(0,8).

t* D 32 .

, I# ,

e. MAX(+3;14), NA4(+3,15) and AL(+3,16) are also related to SANDY(0,8) through CHAS.(+1,2); IIIKE(0,2),
DAVID(-1,2), MINNIE(-2,1)=JOSEFH(-2,2) and M1RON(-1,3); in a conlplete measure of iriclusivefitness each
would contribute an additional 0.03125 (r m-6-) to SANDY(0,8).

D 4 -

-

.RETER (0,1) SANDY (0,8) I

Freauencv Frequency

3 2

5C

4

I

4

6d'e

1.0 1 1

0.5 0 0

0.5 3

0.25 4 3

0.25 9 9

6..

f. Inclusive fitness measure is abbreviated due limitations in genealogical d t
23



TABLE. FREQUENCIES OF EACH BIRTH

CO ORTS' . 1650-1699

N=215 N=25* (1.2%)

F=950 (44%)* F=10 (40%)

M=1206 (56%)* M=15 (60%)

W=1855 (86%)** W=22 (88%)

-/U=301 (14%) ** U3 (12%)

F=FEMALES ,

M=MALES
W=MARRIED
U=NEVER MARRIED

4

C.

HokT"Bi GENDER ANb MARITAL STATUS

41111700:1749 1750-1799 -...'1800-1849
N=105 (4.9%Y N=408 (ilf.n) N=740 (34.3%)
F=4I3 (telP F=185 (45%) F=337 (45%1
M=62 (59%) M=223 (55%) M=403 (55%)
W=94. (90%) W=351 (86%) W=638 (86%).
U=11 (10%) a U=57, C14%) U=102 414%)

* Birth cohort by gender differeltes are not significant,60=7.2452
2** Birth cohort by marital status differences are not significant (X3.4625, df..6)

.

1850-169 *1900-1949

N=830 (38.5%). N=47' (2.2%).

F=348 (42%1; F=21 (57/)

W482 (582) M=20 (43%)

W=712 (86%) W=37 (79%)

U=118 (14%) U=10 (21%)

TABLE 2. MEAN LONGEVITy/BY BIRTH COHORT AND GENDER

1750-1799ALL COHORTS

X=51.3

s=26.4,

N=1239

1650-1699

3-C=58.6.

s=22.0

N=19

x =57.7,n=14
_M
x
f
=60.1.ri=5

1700-1749

X=60.6

s=22.7

N=84 .

x
M
=58.7,n=52

xf=63.8,n=32

X=54.2

s=26.3

=319.

xm=57.6,n=179,
x
f=49.8,n=140

1800-1.849

X=56.1

s=25.0

N=571

xm=p6.2,n=3.34

x
f
=55.91n=237

*Maximum possible =74 due to publication ofgenealogy<in 1925.
(gmaximum possible =24 due to publication of genealogy-in 1925.

24 .t

\fr

1.

S.

S.

11350-1899 400-1949,

X=33-.9* X=9.09

s=22.2 s=7.6"

'N=234 N=12,

xm=35.6*,n=135. -2ini=1fAI.D,n=7

x
f
=31 5*,n=98 xf=7:r?,n=5



4.

TABLE 3. MEA ADULT LONGtVITY (aged 17+) BY BIRTH COHORT AND MARITA STATUS

4144 COHORTS

ii=58.6 7

s=20.5

N=1064

*MaxiMum
SMaximum

TABLE 4.

1650-1699

Tc=61.8

s=17.7

N=18

x =37..0,n=2'

xm=64.9,n=16

bssible =74 due to
possible =24 due to

MEAN FERTILITy

.1700-1749 1750-1799 1800-1849

R=64.9

s=17.0

N=78

xu=61.50174

xm=65.1,n=74

R=60.8,

s=20.9

N=279

x =45.8,n=22
_u-
x
m= 2.0,n=257.

i=61.2

's=20.1

N=518

xu=54.2.,n=50

xm=61.9,n,==468

publication of
publication of

ci)

genealogy, in 1925.
genealogY.in 1925.

BY BIRTH COHORT., D BY LONGER-LIVEDVERSUS SHORTER-LIVED SUBJECTS,

1850-1899 1900-1949

R=44.6* )7=20.0(9

s=16.3 S=2.0

N=168 . N=3

x =46.1*,n=25

x =44.4*,n=143 g =200(9,11=1.m

ALL COHORTS* 1650-1699 1700-1749

-3(4=3.85 45i=7.17

s.F3.09 . s=4.10 s=2.8C

N=1039 N=18 N=68

7(=4.53 ii'=6.95

s'=3:36 s'=3.81 s'=2.76

N'=616 N'=15 N'=59

x =7.30

s
=5.40

Diff: n.s.

x =7.00

s
=6.'88

Diff: 11.s.

17.50-1799

R=5.474 ,

s=3.52

N=1%5
_
X'=5.84

s'=3.62

N '=168

x =6.18

s
=5.06

Diff: p=.0.65

1800-1849

s=2.82

N=376

18501-1899.

s=1.92

-N=378

]i'=3.76

s'=2.96

N'=298

x
L
=425

-X
's
=2.72.

Diff: p .001

= mean for subjects longer-lived than mean for that birth cohort.

= mean for subjects shorter-lived than mean for that.birth cohort.
6ift = t-test for significa'nce.of difference betwepn xi, and xs.

* Married subjects only.
Married subjects with reliable longevities only.

2t3

i'=2.33

s'=1.82

N'=76

x =2.62

s
Diffi p=0.79

.

1900-1 49..

X-A-2.00

s=1.41_

.N=4

27
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 1
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TIGURE. 4

_FERTILITY
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6* -TABLE 5. THE PARDEE' FAMILY: .SOME DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

. VARIABLE
,

GENDER
Female
Male. .

(missing cases)

MARITAL STATUS .

Never-married
Married
(missing cases)

or _.

MIGRATION STATUS
Did not migrate 4place Of.birth=

place of deAtill_
Did migrate (place of birth=place

of death)
(missing cases)

4

PLACIES OFIMIRTH (by state)
ConnectiCut
New -York
Ohio
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Wiscongin
,All other states cobbined
(missing cases)

* Based on subjects with complete datla for that

FREOUENtY PERCENTAGE*

950
1206

(2)

. 301
1613
(2441,

806

263
(1089) V

766
390
460
93
85"
34

187
(443)

44%
-56%

16%
84%

75%

25%

45%
23%
9%
5%
5%
2%

11%

variable; missing cases excluded.

GENER-,
ATION N

1600- 1650 -
% 1649 1699

1700-
1749

BIRTH

1850
1899

-

.COHORT

1750- 1800,
1799 1849

la 1

.

. 0% 1 (100%)
2 9 0% 9 (100%)
3 28 1% 16 (57%) '' 12 (43%)
4 90 4% 76 (84%) 14 (16%)
5 210 10% 17 ( 8%) 184 (88%) 9 ;( 4%)
6 404 19%, 207 (51%) 196 (49%) 1 ( 0%)
7 525 24% 2 ( 0%) 404 (77%) 117 (22%)
8 605 28% 1 ( 0%) 131 (22%) 465 (77%)
9
b

254 12% 225 (89%)
10

.

32 2% 22 (69%)o
2158 1 10525 408 740 830

1%

a: First person was born in 1624.
b. Last persons were born in 1924.

5% 19% 34%

36

1900 -
1949

47
39%`' 2%



TABLE 6. THE PAREE FAMILY: SOME DAT

4

N MEAN
STD.
DEV.,

SubjeCts 41123941. 51.3 26..3

-First Spouse b
391 64.0 17.7

Secorid Spouse
b

48 69.0 15.7'
-b

Parent (not in
4 Pardee family) 918 6.6.8 16.6

STD.
ERR.

ONGEVITY*\

8
;MIN. MAX.

0.75 . 2 '100

0.89 ' 18 97

2.26 30 99

0.55 20 97

* total su6sample with reliable longevities.
a. 57.5% of total Pardee family.
b. Spouses and parent of subjects in this subsample.

-a

A`

1

-

REGION OF BIRTH34 N % MEAN

New England (Conn.,
Maine, Mass.,.N..H., ,

R.I., Vh.m.) 572 58%. 53.4
.44Middle Atlantic .(Del.,

Md., N.J., N.Y., Pa.,
Wash. D.C.) 268 27% 57.6

Great Lakes and Plains
Ind., lowao Kan.,

Mich., Minn., Mo., Neb.,
N. Dak., Ohio, S. Dik.,
Wfsc.) 132

-
13% 43.1

--Southeast (Ala., Ark.,
. Fla., Ga., Ken., La.,
Miss., N. Car., S. Car.,
Tenn., Va., W. Ve.) 7 1% 42.7

West and Southwest
(Az-., Cal.,' Colo., Id.,
Mont., Nev., N. Mex.,
J1k., Ore., Tx., Ut., .

Wash., Wyo.) 7 1% 19.7

*986 52.9

4Subjects with.reliable longevities and'complete data; 46% of total Parciee
t

3 7



TABLE 7.
,

THE P DEE FAMILY: SOME CORRELATIONA,Ii DATA

'Bivariate COrrelat tons of Independent Variables with Lonaevity2
. r

IFektility 617
First SpOuse's Lo4evItY8 391 .14*

\'Pecond Spouse's Longevitl, 48 .0,6no g,

Parent's Longevity!' (not in r

'Pardee family) 916 .1)-
.Birth Order.

i
1218 .02'8'

Year `of Birth 1249 -.26*** ,

Yea ac Death 1240 .33*** .

. , t
.1*

i
,

,a. Reliable lonzqvitiesonly.
.

. b. Correlation of this parent with longevity.of fii-st spouse =.06 (ns).
c. Correlation is the same for'n0n-parametris,statistic.

*pc.0l***p.001 4k

\

Partial Correlatione ,

STD.-1

i ;

.

Zero order partiats wAth longevity
b

r \ MEAN- DEV..

Feitility
First Spouse's LongeLy
Parent's Longe'Crity (not in
Pardee family)
Bitth Order

i .

.22*** 5.2 3.3

.10* 63.4 17.9
,

I no
67.8 ' 16..2

-.07'8 4.2 2.7

Hig* order partials o fertility with longevitY

Fitst order, controlling for effects-of:
. First SPouse' Longemity
Parent's Long vity .gnot in
Pardee fami y) .22***

hBirth Order ... 4 .22***
. ,

Second order, controlling for effects of:
First Spouse's Longevity and Parent's '

Longevity (not in Pardee-family)
First Spouse's Longevity and-Birth, -

Order .22***
Birth Order'and Parent's Longevity

,

-. (not in Pardee family)

T$ird order, controlling for effects off:
*First Spouse's Longfvity,,-Birth Ordeil,
and Parent's Longevity (not in

1 /P.arlit family) , .22***

a. N=290 for all analyses.
4.1For longevity. R.767.1, s=15.3. JReliable longefities ot

*p<.05 ***K001

3(3


